Annually integrated air-water CO2 flux data iu 44 coastal environments were c o m p i l e d from literature, Data w e r e gathered in 8 major ecosystems (inner estuaries: outer estuaries: w h o l e estuarine sy~mms, mangroves, salt marshes: coral reefs: upwelling systems: and open continental shelves), and up-scaled in the first, attempt to integrate air-water CO~ fluxes over the coat, tel ocean (26 • I 0 s kin2): taking into account its geographical and ecological diversity. AJr-wamr CO~ flmxes were then up-scaled in global ocean (362 • 10 ~ km 2) using the present estimat~ for the coastal ocean and those from Takaha~hi et ad. ( 2002) for the open ocean (336 x 106 km~). If estuarie~ and salt marshes are not taken into col~sideration in the up-sc~iug~ the coastal ocean behaves as a sink for atmospheric CO 2 ( 1.17 tool C m -a yr-*) arl4 the uptake of atmosph.eric CO~ by the global ocean increases by 24% ( 1.93 versus 1.56 Pg C yr-~). T h e inclusion of the coastal ocean increases the estimates of CO 2 uptake by the giobal ocean by 57% for high latitude areas (-0~ versus ----0.28 Pg C yr -~ ) and by 15% for temperate latitude areas (-2.36 versus -2006 Pg C y-r -~ ). At subtropical and tropical latimdes~ the contribution from the coastal ocean increases the CO 2 emission to the atmosphere from the global ocean by 13% (0.87 versus 0.77 Pg C yr 1)~ If estuaries and salt marshes are taken into corL~ideration in the up-scaling~ the coastal ocean behaves as a source for atmospheric CO~ (0038 tool C m 2 yr l) and the uptake of atmospheric CO 2 from the global ocean decreases by 12% ( 1.44 versus 1.56 Pg C yr t). At high an4 subtropic~ and tropical latitude~, the coastal ocean behavers as a source for atmospheric CO~ but at temperate latitude.% it still behaves as a moderate CO2 sink. A rigorous up-scaling of air-wamr CO~ fluxe.~ in the coastal .cram is h.ampere4 by the poorly constrained estimate of the surface area of inner estuaries. The present ~sthuates dearly indicate the significance of this biogeochemically, highly active region of me biosphere ira. the global CO2 cycle. 9 2005 Estuarine Research Federation 3
I n t r o d . u c t i o n
T h e coastal o c e a n h a s b e e n l a r g e l y i g n o r e d , in g l o b a l c a r b o n b u d g e t i n g efforts, e v e n if t h e r e l a t e d flows of' c a r b o n a n d n u t r i e n t s a r e d i s p r o p o r t i o nately h i g h in c o m p a r i s o n with its s u r f a c e a r e a ( S m i t h a n d H o l l i b a u g h 199~; G a t t u s o et al. 1998a; \ u 1998; L i u et al. 2000; C h e n et ~. 2003) . It r e c e i v e s m a s s i v e i n p u t s os o r g a n i c m a t t e r a n d n ut r i e n t s f r o m l a n d , e x c h a n g e s l a r g e a m o u n t s of" m a tter a n d ener{,~y w i t h t h e o p e n o c e a n a c r o s s c o n t in e n t a l slopes, a n d c o n s t i t u t e s o n e of" t h e m o s t biog e o c h e m i c a l l y active a r e a s o f t h e b i o s p h e r e (Gattuso et al. 1998a) . F o r i n s t a n c e , a v e r a g e p r i m a r y p r o d u c t i o n r a t e s d i f f e r by a [ a c t o r o f 2 b e t w e e n o p e n o c e a n i c a n d coastal p r o v i n c e s (Wollast 1998). A l t h o u g h c o n t i n e n t a l s h e N e s o n l y r e p r e s e n t a b o u t 7 % of" t h e o c e a n i c s u r f a c e a r e a , t h e y a c c o u n t for a b o u t 2 0 % o f t h e total o c e a n i c o r g a m c m a t t e r p r od u c t i o n , 8 0 % o f total o c e a n i c o r g a n i c m a t t e r b u r ial, 9 0 % o f total o c e a n i c s e d i m e n t a r y m i n e r a l i z a~ tion, a n d 3 0 % a n d 5 0 % o f t h e total o c e a n i c p r od u c t i o n a n d a c c u m u l a t i o n , respectively, o f p a r t i cu l a t e i n o r g a m c c a r b o n ( G a t t u s o et al. 19982;
*Tele: -~-3243663187; fax: +3243662355; e-mail: alberto. borges@ulg.ac.be ~Vollast 1998). I n t e n s e air-water C O 2 e x c h a n g e s c a n b e e x p e c t e d f r o m s u c h s i g n i f i c a n t c a r b o n fluxes, H u m a n activities a r e c h a n g i n g t h e c o n t i n e n t a l w a t e r cycle a n d t h e flows o f s e d i m e n t , c a r b o n , a n d n u t r i e n t s to t h e coastal o c e a n with likely c o n s eq u e n c e s for t h e s e q u e s t r a t i o n o r e m i s s i o n of" ant h r o p o g e n i c C O 2 (Vet et aI, 1999 T h e w c l e o f C O z in t h e c o a s t a l o c e a n h a s rec e n t l y b e e n p u t u n d e r t h e s p o t [ i g h t by t h e w o r k o f ' F s u n o g a i et al. (1909) . ' T h e s e a u t h o r s r e p o r t e d in t h e East C h i n a S e a a n air-water (.]O~ f l u x of' 2.92 t o o l C m --~-yr -i t h a t w h e n e x t r a p o l a t e d to t h e w o r l d w i d e c o n t i n e n t a l s h e l f a r e a y i e l d s a sink for atn~lospheric CO~ of' --0.95 P g C yr x t h a t is design a t e d as ~t h e c o n t i n e n t a l s h e l f p u m p " ( n o t e t h a t T s u n o g a i et al. [1999, p. 701] u s e d in t h e i r c o mp u t a t i o n a c o n t i n e n t a l shelf' s u r f a c e a r e a o f 27 10 ~ kin2), It is d r i v e n by t h e c o o l i n g o f s u r f a c e coastal w a t e r s t h a t l e a d s to t h e f o r m a t i o n os d e n s e w a t e r as well as a n e n h a n c e m e n t o f CO~ a b s o r p t i o n t o g e t h e r with h i g h p r i m a r y p r o d u c t i o n . I n t h e d e n s e b o t t o m w a t e r s , s e d i r n e n t e d o r g a n i c m a t t e r is d e g r a d e d , i n t o d i s s o l v e d i n o r g a n i c c a r b o n ( D I C ) t h a t is t r a n s p o r t e d a l o n g i s o p y c n a l s K o m t h e c o nt i n e n t a l s h e l f to t h e a d j a c e n t d e e p o c e a n , 'The ex-port of particulate (POC) and dissolved (DOC) o> ganic carbon from the shelf to the deep adjacent ocean across the continental shelf break is significant (e.g., Wollast !998; Liu et al. 2000; Wollast and Chou 2001; Chen et al, 200,g; Ducklow and Mc-Callister 2004) and could in theory also drive a sink fbr atmospheric CO2 over the shelf. Although the :rate of final burial of organic matter on the continental slopes is recognized as relatively sma [l (Wollast 1998; Wollast and Chou 2001 an.d refe> ences therein), the CO~ produced in deep oceanic waters from the degradation of organic matter exported i~om continental sheNes will to a large extent be ventilated back to the atmosphere in the open ocean, This leads to an. underestimation of the sink of atmospheric CO s in the open ocean if the air-water COz fluxes over continental shelves are not taken mto account (Yool and Farsham 2ool) .
If the continental sheK CO 2 pump formulated by Tsunogai et al. (1999) is confirmed worldwide, it would have major implications on our understanding of the global carbon cycle and a significant revision of the estimate of the overall oceanic pump for atmospheric CO~. It would imply an increase of 61% of the uptake of atmospheric COz from the oceans, smce open oceanic waters are estimated to absorb -1,56 Pg C yr '1 (Takahashi et al. [2002] revised climatolog 7 for reference year 1995 available from http://www, ldeo.columbia. edu/res/pi/CO2/) ~ It was established more than 30 years ago, by-the pioneering studies of Park et al. (1969) , Kelley and Hood (1971a), and Kelley et al, (1971) , that some coastal ecosystems, such as estuaries and upwelling sTstems, behave (at least temporally) as strong sources of CO~ to the atmosphere. A rigorous extrapolation of air-water CO2 fluxes in the coastal ocean, should take into account the potential latitudinal variability of air-water CO 2 fluxes (that has been documented in detail m open oceanic waters), and, more importantly, the diversiw of coastal ecosystems ~qth f~andarnentally contrasting carbon biogeochemical c3~cling, This paper compiles current knowledge on ai> water CO s fluxes in the major ecosystems of the coastal ocean and the main biogeochemica[ processes controlling them are briefly discussed. The first mtegration of COz fluxes in the global ocean including coastal and open oceanic realms is also attempted. One of the aims of this tentative upscaling of air-water GO~ fluxes in. the coastal ocean is to identify the maior pieces lacking from the jigsaw to allow a better constramed global integration. in the :future. SYNTHESIS The coastal ocean is defined as the area extending from the shore to the continental shelf break, excluding continental slopes but including inner estuaries, The remaining oceanic waters are referred to as open ocean., the second component of what is referred to as global ocean. Data were gathered from literature in 8 main coastal ecosystems (inner estuaries, outer estuaries,-whole estuarme sTstems, mangroves, salt marshes, coral rees upwelling s3~stems, and open continental shelves). This list is not exhaustive but corresponds to a compromise between data availability and specificity of carbon cycling in these ~-stems, and in particular air-water COz fluxes. Table 1 summ~izes partial pressure of COz (pCO~) and air-water COz :flux data m 44 coastal environments (also represented in Fig, 1 ). The majority of data in Table 1 are annually integrated COz fluxes computed from field data (for a detailed literature survey of CO s data in coastal ecosFstems excluding estuaries but including sites without a fi~11 annual coverage refer to Ducklow and McCallister [2004] ). Air-water COz fluxes derived from redirect approaches (mass balance calculations or numerical models) were not included in this compilation because they are prone to relatively large uncertainty. The net airwater COz flux is the balance of numerous biogeochemical processes that in most coastal ecosystems are characterized by rates that are one order of magnitude higher than the net exchange of CO2 across the air-water interface. The most straightforward and robust way to estimate air-water COz :fluxes relies on field pCO 2 data, although this approach also suffers frorn the reliability of gas transfer parameterizations and scaling problems. Mass balance calculations or rmmerical models are nevertheless essential to understand and evaluate the relative importance of the processes responsible for air-water CO~ fluxes. Values ~br some study sites in Table 1 are not based on a full annual coverage, but from our understar~dmg of carbon cyclmg and its seasonality in that given ecosystem, it was assumed that they give a reasonably good approximation of the direction and intensity of annual airwater CO~ flux (in particular some sites in mangrove surrounding waters and inner estuaries). For some sites, pCO 2 field data were compiled fiom different publications and the annually integrated air-water CO:, fluxes computed (as explained in the legend of Table 1 ).
INNER ESTUARIES
At the land-ocean interface, inner estuaries receive large amounts of dissolved and particulate matter, in particu[ar organic and inorganic carbon, Table 1. and nutrients carried by-rivers. These are highly dynamic systems characterized by strong gradients of biogeochemical c o m p o u n d s , e n h a n c e d organic matter production and degradation processes, and intense sedimentation and resuspension. Terrestrial matter carried by rivers u n d e r g o e s p r o f o u n d trar~sfbrnmtior~s in estuaries before reaching the adjacent coastal zone~
The relatively exhaustive definition of an. inner estuary given by C a m e r o n and Pritchard (1963, p. 306) was used: ~a semi-enclosed coastal b o @ of water, which ihas free connection with the open sea, and within which seawater is measurably diluled with freshwater derived from land drainage." The upstream b o u n d a r y of the inner estuary is the limit of the tidal influence (tidal river), where water currents and sedimentary processes b e c o m e drastically different tkom those in the river, The lower b o u n d a r y of the inner estuary is the geographic limit of the coast corresponding to the river mouth. Because tuner estuaries exhibit a large diversi)-in terms of geomorphology, geochemistry and surfS~ce area of the drainage basra, fleshwater discharge, and tidal influence, physical attributes are affected that strongly influence biogeochernical carbon and nutrient cyc[mg, such ~ vertical stratification, longitudinal gradients, spatial extent, and residence time of freshwater. I n n e r estuaries are net heterotrophic systems, where total respiration (R, sum of' respiration by autotrophs and heterotrophs in both benthic and pelagic compartments) exceeds gross primary production (GPP), and where net ecosystem production (NEP -GPP -R) is <0, Gattuso eL al. (1998a) reported an average NEP of 6 : 2 2 moll C m ~-yr 1 in 21 estuaries worldwide. Cas (2004) reported act average NEP of ---40 + 24 tool C m -~ yr -~ in 4~2 United States estuaries. T h e eco-~-stem function of' inner estuaries has been modified by h u m a n activities m a way that at present dine is difficult to identify (Gattuso et al. 1998a; Smith et al. ~200S; Gazeau et al, ~2004a,b; Soetaert et al. 2004) . Higher nutrient loadings due to humarl activities may have increased NER while degr a d a u o n of a n t h r o p o g e n i c organic carbon decrea~ es NEP (Gatmso et al. 1998a) . Overall, these ecosystems are sinks :for organic matter; sources of inorganic nutrients and of CO~, to the surrounding 
Catb. Iso et al. (1993 Iso et al. ( , 1997 and Fran- water, and potential sources of GO z to the atmosphere.
All the estuaries listed m Table 1 are net sources of GO2 to the a t m o s p h e r e , so this behavior appears to be a general feature, a l t h o u g h the range of rep o r t e d air-water COz fluxes e n c o m p a s s e s one o> der of m a g n i t u d e (in a c c o r d a n c e with the r e c e n t review 'toy Abril and Borges [200411 that also coccipiles studies in estuari es w h e r e pCOz was m e a s u r e d but air-water COz fluxes were n o t r e p o r t e d ) . Highly polluted estuaries such as the Scheldt a n d relatively pristine ones such as the Satilla are oversaturated in COz with respect to the a t m o s p h e r e .
A m o n g E u r o p e a n estuaries, the Scheldt and Randers J)~ord are at the h i g h e r a n d lower b o u n d s , respectively, of r e p o r t e d air-water C O s fhaxes. In b o t h these estuaries a carbon b u d g e t was established f r o m smiultaneous and i n d e p e n d e n t meas u r e m e n t s of metabolic process rates and ai>water COz exchanges, based on the resuhs fi-om the recent E u r o p e a n U n i o n project E U R O T R O P H (Fig.  2) . T h e Randers >~ord is a microtida[ estuary char-acterized by a strong p e r m a n e n t stratification, wt,ile the Scheldt estuary is a macrotidal estuary characterized 'to}; a p e r m a n e n t l y well-n~lixed water column. A l t h o u g h on the whole the R a n d e r s bljord is a net h e t e r o t r o p h i c system, the m i T h e emission of COz from the Scheldt is almost 15 times h i g h e r than the one fron~l the Ran.ders Fjord G-able 1), a l t h o u g h N E P is only 2 times lower in the Scheldt than in. the Randers Fjord (Fig. ~2 ). This can be attributed, at least partly, to the d e c o u p l i n g in the R a n d e r s Fjord of' the p r o d u c t i o n of' organic m a t t e r in the mixed 1wet an.d its d e g r a d a t i o n in the b o t t o m layer. In this way, the C O z p r o d u c e d by-d e g r a d a t i o n processes will n o t be inTlmediately available for exc h a n g e with the a t m o s p h e r e in the R a n d e r s Fjord unlike the Scheldt estuar> T h e residence time of fresh water is m u c h l o n g e r in the Scheldt (30-90 d) than in the R a n d e r s >jord (5-10 d). For a similar N E E the enrichcc, ent in DIC of estuarine waters a n d c o r r e s p o n d i n g ventilation of CO~_ to the a t m o s p h e r e will be m o r e intense in the Scheldt than in the Randers !a~iord. Ventilation of riverine C O s can contribute to the emission of C O s f r o m t u n e r estuaries b u t seems to be highly variable. It has been estinTlated by Abril et al. (2000) that the c o n t r i b u t i o n is a b o u t 10% of the overall C O s emi> sion :from the Scheldt t u n e r estuary. Based on the a p p r o a c h given by Abril et al. (2000) , it can be estimated that in the Randers Fjord the ventilation of rNerine C O s has a m u c h larger c o n t r i b u t i o n ( m o r e than 50%, 6.5 m m o I C m 2 d l) to the average C O : emission f r o m the estuary (12 mcciol C m -z d-*). N o t e tlhat lateral inputs of DIC in the Scheldt estuary are significant when compared to the emission of COP` to the atmosphere. There is increasing evidence that this input term is highly significant in most estuaries (Cat and Wang 1998; Cat et al. 1999 Cat et al. , 2000 Neubauer and Anderson 2003) .
In inner estuaries, inputs of DIG, ecosystem metabolic rates, stratification of the water column, and residence time of water mass control the air-water gradient of pCO~ (kpCO~_). The overall emission of CO~e to the atmosphere is also strongly modulated by-the gas transfb, r velocity, (k). It was recently shown that k is site specific in inner estuaries (Ktemet et al. 200,3; gorges et al, 2004a) , This is related to differences in the contribution of tidal currents to water turbulence at the in terrace and fetch limitation. The contribution to k from turbulence generated by tidal currents is negligible in microtidal inner estuaries but is substantial, at low to moderate wind speeds, in macrotidal inner estuaries (Zappa et al. 2008; gorges et al. 2004a ). A given inner estuary is characterized by strong spatial gradients and seasonal variability of k related to differences in the relative contribution to turbulence at the at>water interface of >4rid speed, water currents, and topography-(gorges et at. 2004b)~
OUTER ESTbARtES ([RIVER PLUMES)
Ketchum (1983, p. 2) defines outer estuaries as "plurnes of Deshened water which float on the more dense coastal sea water and they can be traced [,or ma W miles from the geographicaJ mouth of the estuary." Some outer estuaries do not show either halme or thermal stratification, whatever the season, due to the combination of strong tidal currents and the shallowness of the area (e.g., Scheldt outer estuary). [n this case, the outer estuary can be traced on the shelf by the gradient of salinity but also by the gradient of less conservative tracers such as water temperature, turbidity, chlorophyll a, inorganic nutrients, total alkalinity (TA), and chromophorid dissolved orgar, ic matter (Van gennekom and Wetste!jn 1990; Hoppema 1991; gorges and Frankignoulle 1999; Del Vecchio and Subrmnaniam 2004), Outer estuaries are usually characterized by less intense carbon and nutrient cwcling and air-water COP` areal fluxes than inner estuaries (grasse et al. 1999 Reimet et al. 1999; gorges arid Frankignoulle 2002a) .
Undersaturation of CO2 with respect to atmospheric equilibrium ihas been reported in various outer estuaries such as the plurne of the Ganges, Mahanadi, Godavari, and Krishna rivers (Kumar et al. 1996) , the Congo river (gakker et al, 1999) , the Yangtze and Yellow rivers (Chen and ~&rang 1999), and the Mississippi river (Cat 2003), although the low temporal coverage in these studies does not allow an annual integration of at>water COP` fluxes. Air-water CO s fluxes in outer estuaries are characterized by important spatial and seasonal variability, and in some cases with shifts between oversaturation and undersaturation of COp, (Hoppema 1991; Frankignoulle 1999, 2002a;  Brasse et al, 2002)~ Significant interannual variability of DIC dynamics and air-water COP` fluxes has also been documented in the Scheldt outer estuary based on field (gorges and Frankignoulle 1999) and modeling (Gypens et aL 2004) approaches owing to changes in freshwater discharge and water temperature.
Air-water CO 2 fluxes have been satisfixctorily integrated at an annual scale only in the Amazon and Scheldt outer estuaries (Table 1) , In these two outer estuaries, the amplitude of the mr-water CO s fluxes is similar but opposite in sign. The major difference between these two systems is that the Amazon outer estuary is a vertically haline stratified ~,stem that extends across the continental shelf break, While the Scheldt outer estuary is a permanently well-mixed system confined nearshore over the shelf'. This difference is related to the huge freshwater discharge from the Amazon river (5520 km s yr t) compared to the Scheldt rwer (4 km s yr--t), and to a lesser extent to the narrower shelf off the Brazilian coast than in the North Sea. In the Amazon outer estuary, stratification, allows sedimentation of suspended particulate matter, and a lowering of light limitation of primary production. Production by-photosTnthesis of organic matter escapes the mixed (photic) layer by sedimentatioa across the pycnocline. The Amazon outer estuary efficiently exports organic matter to the deep ocean and acts as a sink for atmospheric COP` (Ternon et al, 2000; K5rtzinger 200g ). In the Scheldt outer estuary, the permanently wellmixed and turbulent water column prevents organic matter from escaping the surface layer by-sedimentation arid final carbon burial in the sediments is very low (Wollast 1988; de Haas et al. 2002) . Although net lateral advective export of organic matter has not been estimated in the Scheldt outer plume, the input of organic and inorganic carbon from the Scheldt inner estuary and from the Belgian coast also contribute to the net annual emission of COP` to the atmosphere, Unlike the Amazon river plume, the Scheldt outer estuary is a net sink of organic matter an d a source of atmospheric GO 2 (gorges and Frankignoulle 2002a).
WHOLE ESTO.skaIXE S~TEMS
Although outer estuaries are characterized by net annual air-water COP` areal fluxes that are usually one order of magnitude lower than inner es-l 0 tuaries (Table 1) , their surface area is m u c h larger, arid they have a significan.t effect on the overall b u d g e t of e x c h a n g e of CO~. with the a t m o s p h e r e , T h e whole e s t u a r m e ~s t e m s (outer a n d i n n e r estuaries) of the A m a z o n a n d the Scheldt have relatively similar air-water CO~. fluxes both in amplitude a n d direction (Table 1 ), In the case of the Scheldt, the emission of CO2 to the a t m o s p h e r e from the whole estuarine system is one o r d e r of m a g n i t u d e lower than fi~om the t u n e r estuary (Table 1). This clearly show-s tlba.t outer estumies constitute a c o m p o n e n t of organic a n d i n o r g a n i c carb o n estuarine dynamics tlhat c a n n o t be neglected, 5~,'~o~o~q~ aND S A~ M_~asH SURROUNDINC. ~*~AT ERS M a n g r o v e and salt m a r s h s u r r o u n d i n g waters are treated t o g e t h e r because they occupy the same ecological niche a n d are fi~irly sirrfilar ~>om the point of view of c a r b o n cycling a n d ai>water CO~ exchanges, Salt marshes are intertidal habitats at t e m p e r a t e latitudes, whereas m a n g r o v e s p r e d o m inate in tropical as~d subtropical latitudes, Sah marshes are f o u n d in places w h e r e winter t e m p e > ature is lower than 10~ whereas m a n g r o v e s o c c u r where the minimal winter t e m p e r a t u r e is above 16~ ( C h a p m a n 1977). Salt marshes a n d m a n g r o v e forests co-occur at latitudes between 97 o and 88 o with m a r s h e s replacing rnangroves as the d o m i n a n t coastal intertidal vegetation at a b o u t ~8 ~ latitude (Alongi 1998) .
N o n -e s t u a r i n e m a n g r o v e a n d salt m a r s h su> r o u n d i n g waters are significant sources of C O z to the a t m o s p h e r e (Table 1) I n b o t h systems, water c o l u m n D I C dynamics are significantly i n f l u e n c e d by diagenetic d e g r a d a t i o n processes; d u r i n g the ebb and at low tide, there is a strong influx of p o r e w a t e r ( e n r i c h e d in DIC, TA, and COz a n d i m p o v e r i s h e d in oxygen) that mixes with the creek water, substantially affecting the chemical properties of the latter, D u r i n g the flow, the m i g r a t i o n of porewater towards the creek strongly decreases until it stops w h e n the s e d i m e n t surface is i n u n d a t e d at high tide (Ovalle et al, 1990; Borges et al. 200~ ; Wang a n d Cai ~004). (2002) refbr bJ the sm'face area of the intertidal region covered by mangroves and not the surface m'ea of the waters surrounding mangrove forests. For the salt marshes of the US. South Atlantic Bight, the CO 2 emisaon ti~om the wamr to the annosphere was computed flora the CO~ flttxes for water above and s~lrrotalclmg the salt rnm'shes, and using a tom/am'face m'ea of 4571 k.m~ for salt marshes and a 1:5 ratio of water to marsh urea (Wang and Cal 2003) .
T h e air-water CO~ flux is c o m p u t e d as the c]osm g term in the global c a r b o n b u d g e t of m a n g r o v e ecosystems p r o p o s e d by J e n n e r j a h n a n d Ittekkot (2002; Fig. S ). T h e e x p o r t of' organic matter to adj a c e n t aquatic sy-stems is p r o n e to large uncertainty, If an air-water GO~ flux of 18,7 tool C rn -~-yr -I is applied ( m e a n of data f~om Table 1 ) then. the exp o r t of organic matter to adjacent aquatic systems r e c o m p u t e d as the closing term is r e d u c e d by a b o u t 50% (1,98 X 10 i2 tool C yr-i), In this calculation it is assumed that the air-water COz flux is exclusively related to the d e g r a d a t i o n of m a ngrove-derived organic matter, This is n o t the case of most m a n g r o v e s (if' any) where the P O C pool is a c o m p l e x m i x t u r e with different origins (e.g., Bouillon et al. 2004a,b) . O t h e r c a r b o n flows are n o t a c c o u n t e d for, such as the export of DIG to adjacent aquatic systems, the emission of COz f r o m air exposed sediments, and a l l o c h t h o n o u s inputs of DIC a n d organic m a t t e r that are highly significant in. salt marshes ( Fig. :3) . This first o r d e r cornp u t a t i o n clearly illustrates the potential of air-water CO~, fluxes as an i m p o r t a n t c o m p o n e n t in c a r b o n w c l i n g in m a n g r o v e ecosystems that has beer, so :Far overlooked. 3 ). There is no estimate of this term in mangroves, although it can be assumed to be significant since production of DIC in mangrove creeks has systematically been observed (Barges et al. 200S; Bouillon et aI. 2003; Frankignoulle et al. 52003 )~ The export of DIC florn rmangroves does not seem to significantly affect the air-water CO~ fluxes in the adjacent aquatic ecos3,'stem where the D[C is dilute& Bouillon et al. (200, ~) and Barges et al. (52008) observed in India and Papua New Guinea, respectively, that DIC and pCO 2 values are much higher in the mangrove creeks than in the adjacent aquatic s),stems. This is also confirmed toy the work of Ovalle et al. (1999) shelves but account for about 83% and 50% of the production and accumulation of particulate ino> gauic carbon over continental shelves (Milliman 1998) . The CO~ fixation by-NEP is low, but the high rates of calcification lead to a release of COP` to the surrounding water according to: Ca p`~ + 2HCO 3-CaCO s + COz + H~O. As CO z interacts through thermodynamic equilibrium with the bases present m seawater (buffer effect), COP` increases by 0.6 rmol for each rmole of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) precipitated in standard seawater (salinity--35, temperature -525~ TA -2370 lzmol kg 1 pCO~ -365 ppm). The ratio of COP` production to CaCO~ precipitation depends in general on the thermodynamic equilibrium and in particular on temperature and salinity (Ware et al, 19952; Frankignoulle et al. 1994) .
Based on global estimates of net calcificatiou and NEP, Ware et al. (19952) computed a potential COP` release to the surrounding water flora the balance of organic metabolism and calcification rang-C% Fluxes in the Coastal Ocean i ' 1 ing from S.O to 11.S mol C m p` yr 1 These estimates are higher than those reported m Table 1 because these systems are not closed and oceanic water permanently circulates across the reef sTs-tem~ The actual air-sea CO~ flux will be strongly dependant on. the residence time of the water mass, itself a function of' the reef geornorphology ,'.flinging, barrier, or atoll coral reef system), and water current patterns in the adjacent oceanic waters, There has been a debate concerning the role of coral reef Wstems as sources or sinks of' atrnosphe> ic COp. (Kayanne et al. 1995; Gattuso et al. 1996; Kawahata et al. 1999; Suzuki et al. 2001) . Gattuso et al. (1996, 11999) have argued that flinging reefs under the influence of human pressure have shifted from a coral-dominated to a macroalgal-dominated state, as m the case of Shiraho reef; Ryukyu Islands, studied by- Kayanne et al. (1995) . This would lead to an increase of NEP and a decrease of calcification and possibly a shift from a source to a sink for atmospheric CO> Besides the metabolic processes occurring in the coral reef sTstem and the residence time of the water mass, the actua.l flux of' CO2 across the mr-water interface is further modulated by the ,'SpCOz of the incoming oceanic water. The latter will be prone to seasonal variability due to biogeochemical processes independent from those occurring in the coral reef system.
On an annual scale, tropical and subtropical oceanic waters are sources of CO: (0.85 n~tol G m -2 yr -1, kpCO 2 -11 ppm, Takahashi et al. 2002 revised climatology). Based on the difference of pCO~. between offshore and reef waters compiled by Suzuki and Kawahata (200g) in 9 coral reef systems and adding the data from Bates (2002) at Hog Reef it can be estimated that incoming oceanic waters are enriched on average by 12 ppm during the transit through coral reef wstems. A global emission of CO 2 from coral reef systems of about 0.7,3 real C m ~ yr 1 can be roughly estimated, a value within, the tar, Be of observations reported m Table 1 . UPX:gELLINC S52qTEMS Upwelling systems are characterized by high primary production rates ranging from 5 to 170 real C m p` yr 1 off the Moroccan aud Chilean coasts, respectwely (Walsh 1988), making these areas sites of significant carbon fluxes across the continental shelf margin. During upwelling events, these systerms are devoid of slope currents (a permanent :feature of other marginal continental sheDes) that hamper exchanges of' matter from the continental shelf to the open ocean across the continental slope. These systems also usually develop upwelling The input of nutrients from upwelling fuels primary production that in turn lowers pCOz values. Each of these two processes has an opposing effect on the 5pCO> In the Peruvian and Chilean coastal upwelling systems, which are known to be among the most productive ocean.ic areas worldwide, huge oversaturation of CO 2 ~th respect to the atmosphere has been reported with pCO~ values up to 1,200 ppm, although low values down to 140 ppm have also been observed in relation to primary production (Kelley and Hood lg71a; Simpson and Zi> ino 1980; Copin-Mont6gut and Raimbault 1094; Torres et al. 2002 Torres et al. , 2005 , Other upwelling systems show a lesser range of variation, 100-850 ppm off the California coast (Simpson 1984; van Geen et al. ~2000; Friederich et al. 2002) , B00-450 ppm oft' the Mauritanian coast (Copin-Mont~gut and Avril 1995; Lef~-vre et al. 1998; Bakker et al. 1999) , and 865-750 ppm off the Oman coast (K6rtzinger et al. 1997; Goyet et al. 1998; Lendt et al. 1999; Sabine et al. 2000; Lendt et al, 2008) .
The distribution of DIG in upwelling systems is characterized by strong spatial heterogeneity as illustrated by high resolution surface mapping off the Portuguese, Californian, and Galician coasts (respectwely, P&ez et al. 1999; van Geen et al. 2000; gorges and Frankignoulle 2002b) . This spatial heterogeneity is usually related to topographic features that lead to enhanced upwelling at capes. The width of the continental shelf also determines the ratio of the volume of upwelled water to the volume of water on the shelf, which depends on the ratio between tlhe surface area and the length os the shelf break. This has significant effects on temperature and DIG distributions over the shelf (Borges and Frankignoulle 2002c) .
giogeochemical cycling and air-water CO~ fluxes vary at two distinct temporal scales. At a seasonal scale, the variability is related to the alternation of upwelling and non-upwelling (or downwellmg) seasons. During the upwellmg season, the variabilivy, is related to the oscillation between upwelling and upwelling-relaxation events, which have a pe-ripdici~ ranging from 14 d off the Galician coast (Alvarez-Salgado et al. 1993) to 2 d off the Chilean coast (Torres et al. 1999) .
Air-water CO 2 fluxes have been satisfactorily-integrated m g coastal upwelling systems off the Ga-[ician, California, and Oman coasts ( Table 1) . The upwelling sTstem off the Galician coast behaves as a sink for atmospheric CO> while the other 2 upwelling systems behave as sources for atmospheric CO~. Concentrations os DIC and nitrate (NOB-) and Upwe1Img Index are significantly higher in the upwelling systems off the Oman and California coasts that, the one off the Galician coast (Table  2) ~ Off the Galician coast, at the end os an upwellmg-relmxation event (end of the upwelling c Tcle), the surface water is depleted in nutrients and undersaturated with :respect to atmospheric CO z (/Mvarez-Salgado et al. 2001; Frankignoulle 2001, 2002b,c) . In the upwelling systems off the Oman and Calibornia coasts, the input of DIG and NO S-are so intense (Table 2) , that primary production probably does not deplete surface waters in nutrients and does not induce a significant undersaturation with respect to atmospheric GO 2, Off the Galician coast, large upwelling filaments are characterized by stronger undersaturation with respect to atmospheric GO~. than ofs waters, affecting significantly the overall budget of air-water CO~. fluxes in noncoastal (oflshore) waters Frankignoulle 2001, 2002b,c) . Off the Oman coast, upwelling filaments have been sho~zt to be oversaturated in CO?. ~th respect to atmospheric CO?. (Lendt et al. 1999 (Lendt et al. , 2003 . These structures deserve further research since they actively . ~Maother m~o r difference between these two systems is that the North Sea is seasonally stratified while the U.S. South Atlaatic Bight is p e r m a n e n t l y well mixed. In a seasonally stratified system, organic matter p r o d u c e d in the mixed layer can escape across the pycnocline and will be degraded in the b o t t o m water column. T h e deep b o t t o m water when circulating out of tile system exports carbon as DIC to the ad:jacent deep ocean (this corresponds to the ~ shelf p u m p " as formulated by Tsunogai et at. 1.999, p. 701). In a permanently welMnixed system the decoupling of production and degradat{on of" organic carbon across the water column does not o c c u r and it will export DIC less efficiently. T h e CO~. p r o d u c e d by degradation processes will also be to a l~g e extent ventilated back to a t m o s p h e r e over the continental shelf. This could also explain why the English Channel is not a significant sink for atmospheric CO:, unlike other t e m p e r a t e continental shelves (Table 1) , since it is also a p e r m a n e n t l y well-mixed s xstem. In the English Channel, the antount of CO 2 fixed annually by pelagic new p r o d u c t i o n is equivalent to the a m o u n t of CO~ released by calcification from the extensive brittle star populations (Borges and Frankignoulle 9003) .
High latitude conm~enta[ shelves behave as significant sinks for atmospheric CO~ (Table 1) . T h e most comprehensive study in these regions is the annual wcle at Pryzd Bay, Antarctica, by Gibson and Trull (1999) . In spring, pCO~ decreases u n d e r the sea ice due to p r i m a r y production occurring within or on the bottom of the ice, and can reach record low values of 46 ppm. ~*r the sea ice breaks, surface waters are undersaturated in COz and p C O 2 further decrease due to pelagic p r i m a r y production. During the ice free periods, surface waters absorb atmospheric CO~ at very high rates, on average .... 11.9 tool C m 2 yr 1 W h e n sea ice .forms again, pCOz increases slowly due to degradation of organic matter and the input of CO2-rich circumpolar deep water, according to Gibson and 'Trull (1999) . [n Brystol Bay, V~%stern Bering Sea, during winter surface waters uncovered by sea ice are oversaturated in CO~. in relation to the destratification of' the water c o l u m n and input to the surface of DIC rich d e e p e r waters (Walsh and Dieterle et al. (197.3), Walsh (1988), and Gattuso et al. (1998a) . In absence of a global estimate of surface area for outer estuaries and whole estuarme systems, these two ecosystems were not included in the up-scaling. The choice of latitudinal bands is ba.~ed on the natural delimitation of certain ecosystems, such as coral reefs, mangroves, and salt marshes, and also because in high-latitude continental shebes (60~176 light availability strongly Innits primary production (phototrophic) and the presence of extensive sea ice has a significant effect on air-water CO z fluxes, as discussed above. Two up-scaling atternpts were performed, one excluding tuner estuaries and non-estuarine salt marshes (Table 3 ) and another including inner estuaries and non-estuarine salt marshes (Table 4) , since there is considerable uncertainty regarding the surface area estimate of these two ecosystems, as discussed later.
Based on the up-scaling attempt that excludes inner estuaries and salt marshes (Table S) , the coastal ocean behaves as a sink for atmospheric (1988) and Gattuso et al. (1998a) . Staf:ace area of inner estuaries was computed using the total sin-face area of" 0.9433 • 10 ~ km~ from Woodwell et al. (1973) (Table 1) ; 4 DupS_n River (Table  1 ) ; 5 = Surface area weighted average of fluxes off the Galieian coast (90,000 km ~ -= Iberian upwelling system), Califort~ia coast (La Nifia )ea.r, 336,000 km~), and Omun coast (131,000 M:a2; CO z ( 1~17 rnol C m ~ yr 1) and the uptake of atmospheric CO~ by the global ocean increases by 24% (--1,93 versus .-1,56 Pg C yr-i). The inclusion of the coastal ocean m creases the estimates of COs uptake by the global ocean by 57% for high latitude aceas (-0,44 versus .--0,28 Pg C yr -x) and toy 15% fbr temperate latitude areas ( 2.36 versus 2.06 Pg C yr i)~ At subtropical and tropical latitudes, the contribution fi-om the coastal ocean mcreases the COs emission Dom the global ocean by 18% (0~87 versus 0,77 Pg C yr--1). At subtropical and tropical latitudes, the co;zstal environment that has the largest contribution to the increase of" the CO 2 emission flora the global ocean is mangrove surrounding waters (5%), followed by open contmental sheNes (4%), coastal upwellmg sTstems (3%), and coral reefs (1%), Coastal upwelling sys-terns have a moderate effect on air-waLer CO~ budget of the coastal ocean arid a low effect on tee budget of the global ocean, Using the air-water CO s flux from the Galieian coast ( 2.0 tool C m ~yr 1) leads to an increase of (he uptake of CO~ from the coastal ocean of 14% (---0,42 Pg C yr -x) but only of 3% from the global ocean ( 1~98 Pg C yr 1)~ Using the air-water CO 2 flux from the California coast (2,2 tool C m ~ yr 1) leads to a decrease of the uptake of CO s from the coastal ocean of 6% ( 0.35 Pg C yr -I) but only-1% irom the global ocean ( 1.90 Pg C yr t)~ Based on the up-scaling attempt that includes inner estuaries and non-estuarine salt marshes (Table 4), the coastal ocean behaves as a source for atmospheric CO~. (0,38 tool C m ~ yr 1) and the uptake of atmospheric CO 2 Dora the global ocean decreases by-12% ( 1.44 versus 1.56 Pg Cyr 1). The emission of CO~ from non-estuarine salt marshes (0.04 Pg C yr -1) is equivalent to the one from mangrove surrounding waters but remains modest compared ~o tlhe emission of CO2 from inner estuaries globally (0.43 Pg C yr 1) or at temperate latitudes exclusNely (0.16 Pg C yr-1). At high and subtropical and tropical latitudes, the coastal ocean behaves as a source for atmospheric GO 2 but at temperate latitudes, it still behaves as a moderate sink for atmospheric CO s . At temperate iatitudes, the inclusion of coastal ocean increases the (;O~ uptake by the global ocean toy 5% compared to 15% when estuaries and non-estuarine salt marshes are excluded (Table 3) . At high latitudes, the inclusion of coastal ocean decreases the CO~ uptake t0-y the global ocean by 25%. At subtropical and tropical latitudes, the contribution from the coastal ocean increases by 20% the CO~ emission from the global ocean, compared to i[8% when estuaries and non-estuarme salt marshes are excluded (Table S) .
C, ONCLUDIN O RE, MARES
At this point, the maior pieces lacking from the jigsaw puzzle will be identified and can be separated into the detail of the up-scaling procedure (i.e., further classification within each given ecosystem) and lack of characterization (in space and time) of air-water COz fluxes. Future changes of air-water COz fluxes in the coastal ocean will also be briefly discussed.
DET-klL OF THE UP-SCALING PROCEDURE
Due to the relative paucity of' available data, the up-scaling of air-water (;0 2 fluxes in. the coastal ocean was attempted based on a limited classification of ecosystems and simple surface area estimates divided in g0 ~ latitudinal bands. The classification of continental sheNes can be further detailed, based on the geometry (broad shelves: >100 km arid narrow sheNes: <50 kin), the river discharge of sediments (high: >108 tons yr --1 and low: <106 tons yr 1), and freshwater discharge (~u and Mackenzie 1989; Mackenzie 1991; ~%llast 1.998).
In inner and outer estuaries and open continental sheNes, presence or absence of a seasonal or permanent stratification seems to be a critical factor controlling air-water GO 2 fluxes. In stratified s3~sterns the organic carbon produced by primary production can escape the surface layer across the pycnocline and the CO~ produced by degradation processes m the bottom waters is not readily available for exchange with the atmosphere. Stratified (microtidal) estuaries are lower sources of atmospheric (;02 than well-mixed (macrotidal) estuar-ies. In permanently well-mixed ~stems, the decoupiing between production and degradation of' o> ganic matter can occur in tin, e but does not occur across the water column. These systems are sources of CO s to the atmosphere or neutral, based on the data available to date. Shallow continental shelves are usually well-mixed systems and in these systems the overall effect of benthic calcification carl be stronger than in deeper continental sheNes, as illustrated lo}7 the neutral air-water CO s fluxes in the English Channel. In coral reefs, the data compiled by" Suzuki and Kawatha (2008) suggest that fringing reefs are lower sources or even sinks for atmospheric GO 2 compared to barrier and atoll reefb systems. In coral reef% residence time and volume of the water mass and calcification rates are the main controlling factors of air-water COz fluxes. In mangrove and salt marsh surrounding waters, there are not enough data to determine the factors responsible for the intersite variability of mr-water CO 2 fluxes, but the combination of reside,rice time and volume of the water mass and organic carbon delivery to the creeks seems to be the most likely candidate.
In the future, up-scaling of CO s fluxes in the coastal ocean besides obvious latitudinal partitionmg (high latitude, temperate, and subtropicaltropical) could be further detailed at least accordmg to: macrotidal versus microtidal fSr estuaries; shallow versus deep and well-mixed versus (seasonally or permanently) stratified for temperate and subtropical-tropical open continental shelves; high versus low sea ice annual coverage for high latitude open continental sheNes; high versus low Upwelling Index for upwelling systems; and fringing versus barrier-atoll for coral reef's. Figure 5 shows that about 60% of freshwater di> charge and an equivalent fraction of riverine total organic carbon (TOC -----. DOC --POC) delivery occur at subtropical and tropical latitudes. Counterintuitively, less than 12% of the CO 2 emission flora inner estuaries occurs at these latitudes and the highest emission of GO 2 occurs at high latitudes, although characterized by the lowest freslhwater discharge and riverme TOC deliver> There is also a counterintuitive anticorrelation between the latitudinal distribution of freshwater discharge mld the surf>ace area of inner estuaries. Although no data of air-water COz fluxes are available in high latitude inner estuaries, the values used at temperate and subtropical and tropical latitudes can be considered as robust. Discrepancies revealed in Fig. 5 are probably due to the uncertainty on the estimate of" the surface area of inner estuaries and on its partitioning by latitudinal bands, rather that, on the air-water CO z areal fluxes. The estimate of' surface area of inner estuaries gNen toy Eig. 5. Latitudinal distribution of the freshwater discharge (based on Dai and Trenberth [20021) , of the inner estuaries surface area, river total organic carbon (TOC) inputs (based on Ludw-ig et al. [19961) , and CO 2 emission from inner estuaries (TaMe 4). Sm'face area of inner estuaries was computed using the total sm'fZa.ce area of 0.9433 Y 10 e' km 2 from Wooch~ell et al. (1973) that was distributed in latitudinal bands of 30 ~ based on coastlhle length from Wolld \&-ctor Shoreline (Solm~ arid W o o d w e l i et al. (1973, p~ 225) has b e e n widely u s e d in literatm-e a l t h o u g h these a u t h o r s c a u t i o n t h e i r own estimate: " I t w o u l d be s u r p r i s i n g if estim a t e s d e r i v e d in this way were a c c u r a t e within -50%F' T h e y e s t i m a t e d a ratio of i n n e r e s t u a r y su> face a r e a to coast l e n g t h for the U.S, that they ext r a p o l a t e d to the w o r l d w i d e coastline.
A b r i l a n d g o r g e s (2004) o n e estuary to a n o t h e r but also highly significant, r a n g i n g f r o m ]0% to 50% in the S c h e l d t i n n e r estuary a n d R a n d e r s s respectively. T h i s last p o i n t clearly h i g h l i g h t s the i m p o r t a n c e of the conc e p t that coastal e c o w s t e m s are n o t closed a n d c o n s t i t u t e a c o n t i n u u m e x c h a n g i n g in b o t h directions of c a r b o n a n d n u t r i e n t s with a d j a c e n t Ws- The estimation of tile role of estuaries in the budget of CO~ exchanges in the coastal ocean is further complicated by the contribution from outer estuaries that is highly significant as discussed above for the Scheldt and A m a z o n whole estuarine sTstems. No global surface area estimate is available for outer estuaries {'or which there is also a tack of air-water COz flux estimates. The actual computation of the air-water CO 2 fluxes is not straightfbr~ ward in whole estuarine systems since the gas transfer velocity c~ be assumed to be mainly dependant on >4rid stress in outer estuaries and the contribution of tidal curren.ts to water turbulence u~ll increase upstream at least in macrotidal inner estuaries (Borges et al. 2004b ).
In the present ten.tative up-scaling, the inclusion of tuner estuaries leads to the reversal of the direction of air-water CO:, fluxes in the coastal ocem~ and it seems critical to evaluate the surface area of inner and outer estuaries arid its latitudinal partitioning with some accuraq~. To achieve this, geographical information swstems as those developed in the framework of LOICZ or sophisticated water mass ~alysis and classification schemes of satellite images (e.g., Oliver et al. 2004 ) seem to be promising approaches.
The relative contribution of the COz emission from salt marsh surrounding waters compared to the one from inner estuaries is small in the present up-scaling but would increase if the surface area of inner estuaries would be revised to a lower value. Note that the surface area of salt marsh surrounding waters is also derived from Woodwell et al. (197. 3) and should also be used with caution. The estimation of' the surface area. of salt marsh and mangrove s u r r o u n d i n g waters is very approximate and also requires a re-evaluation m the future. It was assumed that the surface area of surrounding waters is equivalent to the one of the corresponding intertidal zone covered by tlhese habitats. Their overall role in the exchange of COz with the atmosphere is further complicated by the fact that emerged intertidal sediments also emit CO~ to the atmosphere at high rates ,'e,, .._.,g in. the mangrove forests of Gazi Bay, Kenya, ranging between 4 and 165 mol C m -~ yr -i [Middelburg et al. 1996 ] and in the salt marshes of Oyster Landing, U.S. South Atlantic Bight, ranging between 19 to 27 tool C In -~-yr -1 [Morris and Whiting 1986]).
Although there are not e n o u g h data to partition ruth confidence the up-scaling of air-water CO:, fluxes in the coastal ocean into the two Hemi- spheres (since most data are avmlable m tlhe Northern Hemisphere, see Fig. 1 ), the relative distribution of the surface area of continental shelves clearly shows that the coastal ocean will have a n m c h more marked effect on the global CO~ fluxes in the N o r t h e r n Hemisphere (Fig. 6) . The relative contribution of the N o r t h e r n H e m i s p h e r e to the uptake of atmospheric CO z and its partitioning into oceanic and terrestrial biospheres is the sub-.]ect of a long lived debate initiated by the work of Tans et al. (1990) . These authors attributed to the terrestrial biosphere a missing sink of CO:, between ..... 9.0 and ---~3.0 Pg C yr -i at temperate latitudes required to balance tlhe global CO~. budget constrmned with the North-South gradient of atmospheric CO 2. In the budget of Tans et al. (1990) , the u p p e r b o u n d of the open ocean CO~. sink was estimated to be --0.9 Pg C yr -1 but at present time it h~ been re-evaluated at 1.6 Pg C yr 1 (Takahashi et al. 2002) . The missing sink of' CO:, at temperate latitudes to constrain the N o r t h -S o u t h gradient of atmospheric CO~. can be roughly re-evaluated between -1 . 3 and .... 2..q.' Pg C yr -i, The higher b o u n d of the sink for atmospheric CO z in the coastal ocean at temperate latitudes is ..... 0.g Pg C yr -~ (Table S ) and probably mostly located in the N o r t h e r n Hemisphere (roughly ---0.26 Pg C yr 1 based on Fig. 6) , and is not negligible in relation to the missing CO~. sink (contribution between 23% and 13%).
Besides coastal and open oceanic waters, significant CO~. exchanges are also associated u4th lakes (global COs emissiou of 0.1 Pg C yr -i, Cole et al. 1994) , rivers (globaI CO~. emission of 0.3 Pg C yr l, {Bole and Caraco 2001), and freshwater wetlands (CO~ emission of 0.5 Pg C yr 1 from central Amazon wetlands alone, Richey et al. 2002) . In the context of a global evaluation of COz fluxes, aquatic sTstems should be envisaged together since they constitute a c o n t i n u u m where carbon fi-om the terrestrial biosphere aud the atmosphere cascades.
CHARACTERIZATION OF AIR-tgATER COe FLUXES
To compute the exchange of' CO~ with the atmosphere in ihigh-latitude open continental sheDes a zero air-ice CO~, flux was used, based on the assumption of Poisson and Chen (1987) , which was also applied in the two Takahashi's climatologies (Takahashi et al. 1997 (Takahashi et al. , 2002 . It has been established almost gO years ago that above a threshold temperature of --7'~C sea ice becomes permeable to COp, exchange with the atmosphere (Gosink et al. 1976 ). In the Southern Weddel Sea, DIC in brines has been reported to range between 840 and 4940 bsmol kg 1 due to concentration of dis-soDed constituents during the forn,ation of tLypersaline brine, dilution of brine with meltwater, and biological uptake (Gleitz et al. 1995) , Carbonate mineral precipitation and dissolution in brines has been evidenced in laboratory experiments (Papadimitriou et aft, 2004) but to date has not been verified in the field (Anderson and Jones 1085; Gleitz et al. 1995) . In accordance to such large shifts in DIC, Semiletov et al. (2004) reported at Barrow Point, Artic, m June 2002, air-ice CO~, fluxes based on the eddy correlation technique ranging between -22 and 29 tool C m ~-yr 1 Such large air-ice CO 2 fluxes can have a major effect on the annual budget of CO~ exchanges but no further data on ice-air CO e fluxes are available in literature. Further research is required before air-ice COe fluxes can be integrated with reasonable confidence in an up-scaling exercise.
In the present tentative up-scaling, the inclusion of tuner estuaries leads to a reversal of the direction of air-water COe fluxes in the coastal ocean at high latitudes. High latitude inner estuaries would contribute to about 51% of the total emission of CO~ from inner estuaries (Table 4) . No annually integrated air-water COz fluxes have been reported in high latitude inner estuaries and, on first approximation, the value from inner estuaries at temperate latitudes was used.
Coastal upwelling systems can behave either as sinks or sources of' atmospheric COz. Major up-we1Iing systems, such as those off the California and Oman coasts, seem to be sources of CO z (Table 1). The coastal upwelling system off the Chilean coast also could be a source :for atmospheric COy; Torres et al. (1999, 200g) couver Island is simulated to act as a sink for atmospheric CO2 according the biogeochemical model of Ianson and Allen. (2002;  ranging between 0Z~ and 1.7 mol C m --~-yr -1 for La Niiia and E1 Ni/io years, respectively, using the ~anninkhof [1992] k parameterization).
In highly productive macropt,yte (seagrass and macroalgae) ecosystems, very little DIG data and no reliable annually integrated mr-water CO~, flux are available in literature. As show,or by Gazeau et al. (2004c) in Poaidot~{a oeeardea phanerogam beds and by Delille et al. (1997 Delille et al. ( , 2000 in ~laeroo:st~spy~ {fe~ kelp beds, these ecosystems are at least during some seasons a net sink for GO~, flora the surrounding water. As for coral reef systems, the overall air-water CO~ flux will be further modulated by the residence time of the incoming water mass and its original ApCO~ (e.g,, Gazeau et at. 2004c (2002) showed that the California upwelling system shifts from a source for atn,ospheric CO: during La Nifia years to a sink of atmospheric CO~ during E1 Nifio years (Table 1) . Ianson and Allen (9009) show that the upwelling system off the west coast of Vancouver Island shifts from a moderate sink to a significant sink for atmospheric CO~_ during La Nifia and Ell Nifio years, respectively. Tortes et al. (1999, 200S) show that the Chilean upwelling system is a source for atmospheric CO 2 during E1 N[fio years.
In the Southern Bight of the North Sea, Gypens et al. (2004) show, using a. modelmg approach, changes in intensity and direction of COz fluxes related to interannua.1 variability of freshwater discharge that changes nutrient delivery affecting GPP and temperature that changes pCO2 in relation to thermodynamic effects but also to rates of metabolic processes (GPP and R).
The effect of extreme climate events on DIC chemistry and air-water CO~. fluxes has to some extent been investigated in the open ocean (Bates et al. 1998 ), but to date has not been documented in the coastal ocean. In open. continental sheNes, storms can promote primary production by the replenishment of inorganic nutrients during stratified periods (Soetaert et al. 2001 ) and can be expected to affect ApCO~ although this has :not been investigated to date. In nearshore ecos)'stems, extreme climate-hydrological events can be expected to affect 5pCO~ and related air-water CO z fluxes. Suspended particulate matter and POC delivery from rivers are discharged m less than 25/% of the time during flood events (e.g., Coynel et al. 2004 ). These hot spot POC flux events are particularly significant i.n rivers with a small to medium sized drainage basin (< 1,000-10,000 km ~) and are influenced by-glaeiermelt and snowmelt (Meybeck et al. 2003) . In absence of long-term and high temporal resolution zXpCO z monitoring it is difficult to speculate on the effect of such events on air-water CO~ fluxes, since high floods will also affect DIC, DOC, and inorganic and organic nutrient delivery to inner and outer estuaries and other nearshore ecosTstems.
FUT-b ~e~ CHANC~,S?
Future changes of the atmospheric COz content and the inputs of carbon and :nutrients from land and from mixing processes at ocean margins will affect air-water CO~_ fluxes in the coastal ocean, notably-in relation to modiflcations of NEP and net ecosystern CaCO~ production. Land use activities (agriculture and deforestation) have changed and are predicted to continue to change the fluxes of suspended sediments (Milliman 1991; V6r6smarty et al. 2003) , organic carbon (Meybeck 1993), DIC (Raymond and Cole 200,3) , and nutrients (Smith et al. 200S) to the coastal ocean. These fluxes to the coastal ocean, will be further modified by river discharge that is a function of the hydrological cy-cle (e.g., Manabe et ai. 2004 ) and dam building arid river diversion activities (V6r6sn~larty and Sahagian 2000), An increase of fleshwater discharge to the Artic during the last 60 years has been recently reported [ (Peterson et al. 9002) ; future evolution of freshwater discharge is difficult to predict since spatial and temporal patterns of precipitation and evaporation are notoriously difficult to model (Allen and Ingrain 2002) . Nutrient delivery to the coastal ocean is predicted to continue to increase (Mackenzie et al. 2002) leading to an increase of GPP but also to potential shifts in phytoplanktonic communities and carbon flows through tile entire ecosystem. The enhan.cement of NEP due to an increase of nutrient delivery wilI also depend on the evolution of the GGP:R ratio, e~g~, in relation to enhanced carbon burial due to a higher riverine sediment delivery or to modifications of the ecosystem structure or to regression of certain ecos'ysterns that are at present significant traps for organic matter (e.g., vegetated sediments, Duarte et al. 2004) .
Specific coastal ecosystems are m most cases threatened by direct and indirect tmrnan effects. Losses in seagra~s (Short and Neckles 1999; Duarte 2002) and coral reef eeo~rstems (Hughes et al. 2003 ) are observed and predicted to continue due to mechanical damage (dredging and anchoring), eutrophication, and siltation, the latter two leading m particular to light limitation. Negative indirect human effects on seagrass and coral ecoss~ste.ms include increases of erosion by the rise of'sea level, [i~equenw and intensity of extreme weather events, ultraviolet irradiance, and water temperature. Otlher coastal ecosystems, such as mangrove :forests or salt marshes, are relatively resilient to the present and future alteration of hydrology-, po1Iution, or global warming, but in some parts of the world they are being cleared for urban development and aquaculture (Alongi 2002) . Some coastN habitats are predicted to adapt and survive with shifts in species composition, such as corn[ reef ecosystems (Hughes et al. 200S; Baker et al. 2004 ), but with probable loss of biodiversity and modifications of carbon flows~ It has been ilypothesized (Bakun 1990) and modelled (Snyder et al. 200,~; Diffenbaugh et al. 2004 ) that the intensity and duration of coastal upwelling will increase with atmospheric CO z concentration.s. This would have an effect on the contribution of coastal upwelling ~,'sterns to the air-water CO~ fluxes in the coastal ocean, although it is dif-:ficult to predict because of the increase of inputs to the shelf of both nutrients and DIC. It has also been hypothesized that the frequency, intensity, and duration of El Nifio even.ts during the last 30 years is related to global warming (Hunt 1999), although the exact causes (natural versus anthropogenic) are debated (Kukla and Gavin 2004), E1 Nir, o events are known to strongly decrease primary production m coastal upwelling systems (Ghavez et al. 2002) but the coastal marine ecosy> terns seem to recover within a few years (Fiedler 2002) . Current projections show little change or a small increase in amplitude for El Niho events over the next 100 years (Houghton et al. 2001 ). As discussed above, shifts in the intensity or even in the direction of air-water COz fluxes in coastal upwe[ling systems in relation to ENSO have been documented.
The increase of' surface water DIG due to the invasion of anthropogenic COz will decrease the CaCO s saturation state with potential decline of the CaCOs production in benttdc (Gattuso et al. 1998b; Kleypas et al. 1999; McNeil et al. 2004 ) and planktonic (Riebesell et al. 2000; Zondervan et al. 2002) compartments and enhancement of shallowwater CaCO s dissolution (Andersson and Mackenzie 2004). The increase of seawater CO 2 concentration due to the invasion of anthropoge:nic GO~ could also enhance primary production for at least some phytoplanktonic species, as reviewed by Wolf-Gladrow et al. (1999) . It could also affect pelagic carbon export through increased production of' transparent exopolymer particles or changes in the elemental stoichiornetry of uptake, accumulation, and loss processes (Zondervan et aI, 2002; Delille et al, 2004; Engel et al. 2004; Riebesell 2004) .
Future changes of air-water CO~ fluxes in the coastal ocean have been simulated, integrating some of tlhese complex and diverse potential future effects on carbon cycling, using the TOTEM (Terrestrial Ocean Atmosphere Ecosystem Model; Vet et al. 1999; Mackenzie et aI. ~000) or SOCM (Shallow-water Ocean Carbonate Model; Andersson and Mackenzie 2004; Mackenzie et al, 2004a,b) prognostic models. These models predict an enhancernent of the sink for atmospheric CO~ in the coastal ocean due to the increase of atmospheric COz (increase of' zXpCO~,) and of NEP in relation to higher riverme inorganic nutrient inputs; the decrease of calcification and increase of benthic CaCOs dissolution are predicted to have a small overall eff~ct on future air-water CO2 fluxes in the coastal ocean (Andersson and Mackenzie ~004; Mackenzie et al. 2004a,b) . The relative irr, portance of the uptake of atmospheric GOz by the coastal ocean is also predicted to increase in comparison with the uptake by" the open ocem-t that could decrease with the slowdown, of the thermohaline circulation (Mackenzie et al. 2000) . ' [b run such models it is required to reconstruct the pre-industrial NEP, r, et ecosystem calcification, and ai>water GOz flux rates to set initial condi-lions. This gives insights into the anthropogenic signal associated to the present day ai>water GO~ fluxes. According to Andersson and Mackenzie (9004) and Mackenzie et al. (2004a,b) , the preindustrial (year 1700) and present-day (year 2000) air-water CO?, fluxes simulated by SOCM are 0.69 an.d 0,15 tool C m --s yr-L respectively. The latter value is in fair agreement with the one given in Table 4 ( These models are relatively sensitive to the initial (pre-mdustrial) conditions (see Rabouille et al. 2001) . Their perfbrmance may also be improved if the latitudinal and ecological diversity of air-water CO s fluxes in the coastal ocean is explicitly accounted for and with a robust validation with present-day air-water CO z fluxes based on more extensive field data.
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